Intersect Healthcare Presents its Suite of Payer Compliance, Audit & Denial Management Software at HCCA’s 2018 Compliance Institute

Intersect Healthcare invites all healthcare compliance professionals to meet with their team April 15-18, 2018, at booth 419 to learn how their VERACITY software suite offers the most comprehensive solution for managing audits, risks, denials, and appeals.

TOWSON, Md. (PRWEB) April 14, 2018 -- Intersect Healthcare, a leading developer of Payer Compliance, Audit & Denial Management software for healthcare providers, announced its full suite of VERACITY™ revenue recovery software will be presented at HCCA’s 22nd Annual Compliance Institute.

Intersect Healthcare is the pioneer in online solutions for managing audits, denials, and appeals. Its VERACITY software suite is a business process, workflow management and appeal communication tool designed to help providers accelerate their response to commercial denials and regulatory audits, as well as identify their underlying causes. VERACITY is now used by over 400 hospitals and health systems nationwide to recover revenue from thousands of payer audits and denials each year.

Brian McGraw, Intersect Healthcare CEO, shared, “Healthcare Providers are facing new challenges every day to providing excellent care while maintaining profitability. Our purpose is to empower hospitals to increase profit by decreasing their denial write-offs so they can focus on what they do best. Our hospital clients are better equipped to communicate across their appeal teams, win more disputes, and ultimately reduce denials.”

Along with the VERACITY software suite, members of AppealMasters staff will be in attendance. AppealMasters is a team of revenue recovery experts who educate and assist healthcare providers in responding rapidly to government audits and commercial denials. They rank among the leading appeal educators in the U.S. and hold regular webinars designed to educate the appeals community on how to use evidence-based guidelines to win more clinical and coding appeals.

Denise Wilson, MS, RN, RRT, Vice President of Clinical Appeals at AppealMasters, added, “Winning appeals and protecting hospital revenue requires effective tools, medical knowledge and a strategic approach. With our VERACITY software, combined with the education from our AppealMasters team, we train and equip hospitals to win more appeals.”

Intersect Healthcare will be hosting the popular “Whack-A-Payer” game during the expo. Participants are welcome to stop by and compete to win fun prizes. Intersect Healthcare will have a grand prize of one dozen Jumbo Maryland Crab Cakes that can be shipped to anywhere in the U.S.

Case managers and transitions of care professionals can also visit Intersect Healthcare and AppealMasters at the following upcoming industry event:

- The 2018 ACMA National Conference, April 24-27 in Houston: Visit Intersect Healthcare and AppealMasters at Booth #631

To learn more about Intersect Healthcare or AppealMasters, please visit http://www.intersecthealthcare.com or call (410) 252-4343. Get live updates on Twitter by searching for #HCCAcI. Connect with Intersect Healthcare on Twitter and LinkedIn for insightful industry trends and best practices.
About Intersect Healthcare & AppealMasters

Intersect Healthcare, Inc. (IHI) is one of the nation’s leading vendors of Payer Compliance, Audit & Denial Management software for healthcare providers. Intersect Healthcare has developed the most comprehensive solution for managing audits, risks, denials, and appeals. Currently used by over 300 healthcare systems nationwide, the VERACITY™ software suite is easy-to-use, effective, and affordable appeal management solution for payer denials. Intersect Healthcare, Inc. leverages Software as a Service (SaaS) technology to assist organizations in streamlining appeal processes, reducing denials and complying with government audit requirements.

AppealMasters is a team of medical necessity and coding appeal specialists providing bench support services and appeal education to hospitals throughout the U.S. Their staff consists of experienced appeal experts made up of physicians, certified coders, and registered nurses with specialized training to protect hospital revenues.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.